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BEST PDF READERS FOR MAC
AND WINDOWS Free

Being a student and an officer I have observed that both must have
installed a pdf reader. Former for their study content and assignments
and later for reading various CV's and projects.

Getting the best pdf readers is complicated most of the time because
some are useless (they don't open) and some won't allow us to edit
and share or create.

Here today I am gonna tell you about the top pdf readers that will not
go in vain when you will Download them on your windows and mac.

Note: We do our best to provide you with the best of the best quality
content but, If you find we do not provide value in our content so
please tip us to improve our user experience.



1. PDF ELEMENT PRO

A great application for both mac and window users. An error-free app
in which one can edit and convert files with a couple of clicks. Any
type of pdf file can easily be open into it. You can also create new
documents. Excel files, words and images PDF ELEMENT PRO have
access to them all.

You can also convert your pdf file into word documents with more
ease than before. Premium features of the app are also available for
better viewing. It's affordable. Most people buy premium features for
their business. You can secure every single file within the application.
Zoom, controlling, book markings all are available on a single
platform.

PDFelement is a great option for teams in particular, with powerful
collaborative capabilities, letting you add sticky notes, comments, text
boxes and more. And you can use the tool to fill out business
documents such as contracts and tax forms. PDFelement offers a
standard package, but for all features, you will need there is a
professional package.

Ideal for its users. A free trial is also available but has some feature
limitations.



Visit Official

2. Preview App

A free pdf software reader is which can do every task like highlighting,
better viewing. Also, you have a sticky note to edit the details in the
document and also a note option which is a useful feature for fresh
users.

The best software for conversion and also in most Mac laptops it is
pre-installed. Smooth to handle and easy to use and the most
important thing is it's totally free.

Visit Official

https://pdf.wondershare.com/
https://pdf.wondershare.com/pdf-software-comparison/mac-preview-for-windows.html


3. ADOBE ACROBAT

World's popular best pdf reader and I personally use it. The best
reader I have ever come across. Extensive fame. Edit files with great
convenience. Windows and Mac both can use it. Have a cloud
computing system. Professional use processing tools.

Little expensive for individual users but has an excellent performance.

Subscription starts from $14.99/month. A well trusted pdf reader in the
market and can covert paper documentation into pdf with a simple
click.



Have access to all fonts and formatting.With the software, you can
use your smartphone camera to capture and turn any document into a
high-quality PDF.

Further: BEST ONLINE SHOPPING SITES IN UK: FOR ELECTRONICS,
FASHION, MORE

There’s also a new file comparison tool, which quickly and accurately
analyzes two PDF files to find any differences. That could be handy if
you’re looking to compare different drafts of the same piece of work.

Visit Official

https://thehabytes.com/best-online-shopping-sites-in-uk/
https://thehabytes.com/best-online-shopping-sites-in-uk/
https://get.adobe.com/reader/


4. PRIMO PDF READER

An Easy and precise pdf reader which has all the features including
editing, creating, sharing, delete and copy-pasting. Most pdf readers
have the problem that they can't copy the content from a pdf file until
and unless it is not converted into a word document or other form.

Prime pdf pro is the best one to solve this problem. Also, it can
convert any pdf document into any other form and save it for later use.
This reader also has the feature to combine all files into one with a
few clicks. You can save your file on any name at any time.

Visit Official

https://www.primopdf.com/


5. MICROSOFT READER

Most convenient and easy pdf reader. A total solution to all the
problems. Access to Excel, PowerPoint and all kinds of pdf files. Can
be used both for Mac and windows. Users can control any pdf file.
Bunk of tools is available for editing, creating and sharing.

Visit Official

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/reader/9wzdncrfhwg5


6. READDLE PDF EXPERT

Work only on mac. User interface and is user friendly. clean functions.
Gentle for new users. Conversions are fast. Excellent performance.
Accurate readings. User-focused design. Fast response.

You can convert your files with just a single click to any of the
documents you want. Save your files for a lifetime. The lifetime licence
is $79.99. Have a fast search function. Also works on iPad pro and
apple. Popular options for mac users.

Easy and fast search option. It can also edit images, texts and links
and can immediately detect fonts and opacity of writings. Can be used
easily through MAC.
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7. NITRO PRO

This app is only available for windows. Having all capabilities include
editing, converting, organizing, form filling, security, editing and more.
Expensive tool for the new users. Have access to google drive and

https://readdle.com/


dropbox. A wide range of features is available. It also has an online e
signature service. Accurate conversion Quality. No free version.

Advanced features. You can change custom colours, fonts and
embedding orientation at any time. Password protection and sign an
offer is available.

Visit Official

8. Power PDF

Meanwhile, the Power PDF Advanced package is targeted at
business users. While offering all the same features of the Standard
edition, it comes with collaboration, security and redaction abilities.
You can access documents anywhere and at any time through the
cloud, too.

https://www.gonitro.com/


Enterprises can get a quote for volume licensing of the software as
well. By going down this route, firms get one deployment package with
a single license.

There are several versions of the software, all of which offer different
features. The Standard Edition lets you create, convert, combine and
edit documents, fill in forms and share PDF files. It also lets you turn
documents like invoices and receipts into PDFs through a scanning
and OCR feature.

Visit Official

9. KDAN PDF READER

Available to download directly from the Mac App Store, the Kdan PDF
Reader is one of the most powerful and popular PDF management
tools for Apple computers. It functions as a file manager, file converter
and page editor.

With the software, you can easily edit PDF files by adding freehand
writing, text boxes, sticky notes, hyperlinks and annotations. And to

https://www.kofax.com/products/power-pdf


ensure that important documents don’t get mixed up, you’re able to
label them by adding tags and colour-coding.

What’s more, to keep track of all your saved files, you can make use
of an import history feature.

Dropbox and I cloud for data backup are available and you can also
access the document on another operating system. Large files loaded
in it without any lag. The free is also available so you can try before
buying.

Visit Official

10. PHANTOM PDF

Foxit has developed a sophisticated PDF management app, with
PhantomPDF being pushed as a tool that goes well beyond PDF
viewing, providing a comprehensive range of tools for manipulating
PDF files.

Features include the ability not just to read but also edit PDF files,
along with the option to add headers, footers, and watermarks. PDF

https://www.kdanmobile.com/pdf-reader


files can also be optimized, organized, and designed, with other
features including annotation and protection.

PhantomPDF also integrates with iManage WorkSite and SharePoint.

Pricing is relatively inexpensive, with a one-time license fee for Mac
which makes it cheaper than the subscription model used by Adobe in
the long term.

A free trial is also available, and volume licensing is an option for
those who need it.

Visit Official

11. SUMATRAPDF

https://www.foxitsoftware.com/pdf-editor/


SumatraPDF is an easy to use free PDF reader for Windows. While it
is easy and simple to work with, it's also open for heavy customization
if you so choose.

Different types of viewing modes are available, like Single Page,
Facing, Book View, and Presentation. The latter view is great for
distraction-free reading.

There are tons of keyboard shortcuts you can use that make it easier
to move around a PDF file, which you can refer to in the SumatraPDF
Manual.

You can download SumatraPDF in portable form or install it like a
regular program.
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12. MuPDF

MuPDF is a super lightweight, free PDF reader for Windows and
Android. Immediately after opening the mupdf.exe file, you'll be
prompted to choose a PDF before you even see the program
interface. Once you have, there are literally no options to be seen but
instead the full program window is dedicated to showing the PDF.

https://www.sumatrapdfreader.org/free-pdf-reader.html


Click the top-left program icon on MuPDF's title window, then select
About MuPDF to see all the supported shortcut keys you can use to
flip through pages, zoom in, and search for text.
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13. Nuance PDF Reader

Another free PDF reader for Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, and XP is
Nuance PDF Reader.

A really valuable search function is included in Nuance PDF Reader.
The words you search for show up with a bit of context for easier
understanding as to where the search terms are at in the text.

You can also highlight text in Nuance PDF Reader, which is great if
you're using a PDF for study notes or a reference document.

Different types of viewing modes are available, like Single Page,
Facing, Book View, and Presentation. The latter view is great for
distraction-free reading.

Visit Official

https://mupdf.com/
https://nuance-pdf-reader.en.softonic.com/


14. Sorax

Sorax is available for Windows as a free PDF reader. You'll find all the
basic features of a PDF opener, like the ability to search through text,
copy text out of a PDF, zoom, and change the viewing mode.

Sorax also allows you to send the currently opened PDF to someone
over email with the Email toolbar button.

Visit Official

HAPPY DOWNLOADING! The best pdf readers list of 2021 ends
here.

The post was originally published on 28, April 2021, but according to new information, this
post updates frequently.

https://download.cnet.com/Sorax-PDF-Reader/3000-18497_4-10581170.html

